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Let

du       n

(i) ¡¿'-I)«#(»)y, (i=i,2, ■••,»)

be a system of n ordinary linear differential equations of the first order in which

we have for | x | > B

(2) a..(x) = a{.x* 4 a^x"'1 + ■■■ + a$ + a£+I>- 4 ■ • •    «.i=i, 2, -•-, »),

a being an integer. We propose to investigate the nature of the solutions of

(1) in the vicinity of x = oo, which is taken to be a singular point of the given

system of equations so that q = — 1. The integer a 4 1 is termed the rank of

(1) at x = oo, after PoiNCARÉ.f    It will be further assumed that the n roots

a\1    a2'    "■ •'    an

of the characteristic equation

(3) \a..-8..a\ = 0

[where 8.. = 0 (i +-j), and Sti= 1] are distinct, and in the case o = — 1 do not

differ by integers.    The writer hopes to discuss the general case later.

It is apparent that any proper linear transformation

(4) yi=t\j(x)yj,
¡mil

in which the functions Xij(x) are analytic or have a pole at x = oo, will trans-

form (1) into a system of equations (1) with coefficients aiy(x) of the same form

(2), although q is not necessarily equal to q. Any such system of equations (1)

will be said to be equivalent to (1) at x= oo.

The first part of the paper deals with the determination of the simplest sys-

tem of differential equations which is equivalent to (1) at x = oo. In § 1 an

important Lemma on Analytic Functions is stated and proved.    The applica-

* Presented to the Society (Chicago), April 17, 1908, under a different title,

t Aota Mathematioa, vol. 8 (1886), p. 305.
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tion of this lemma in § 2 shows that there always exists a canonical system of

equations equivalent to (1) at x = oo having the form

du        "
»£-gP#(")* (i=l, 2, •--,»),

in which P..(x) ave polynomials. In §3 it is shown that the rank of this

canonical system of equations at x = oo can be taken to be q so that the degree

of the polynomials Pf.(x) does not exceed q + 1.

The significance of these results is best seen by considering the case of a reg-

ular singular point q = — 1. The canonical system of equations equivalent to

(1) is then in simplest form (§ 3)

dYx _ dY2 _ dY
x^x=a^   "-ar-*r- •••' xiix=a»r»;

and a fundamental system of solutions is

TY>-«*,   ry>—o,    ••-,  rw-o,

Yf = 0,      Y^ = x",    ••-,    Yf = 0,

Yf = 0,      Y^=0,      ..-,    Yf~x*>.

Now the solutions of (1) and the above system of equations are connected by a

relation
n

yi = H\j(x)Fj (<=i,s, •••,»),

in which the X.,(x) are analytic at x = oo (or have a pole, but this case is

easily excluded). It follows that there exists a fundamental system of solutions

of (1), tff, yf, ...,tff (j=l,2,.-.,n),of the form

n

tf)=T,\Áx)F(p=XJx)x* (i,i = l, 2, ••-,»).
*=i

This is the fundamental theorem for a regular singular point. The solutions

of the canonical system of equations equivalent to (1) at x = oo play the same

role in the case of an irregular singular point ( q S 0 ) that they do in the case

above considered.

The nature of the solutions of the canonical system of equations can be dis-

cussed by special and elegant methods when jäO, In the case q = 0 it is

known that the solutions of any system (1) with rational coefficients af.(x) can

be expressed by a Laplace integral

y.= ÇtTfit{z)dz (» = 1, 2, ...,»),
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and that from this formula can be deduced the behavior of the solutions in the

vicinity of x = oo. This method of treatment is due to Poincaré,* and has

been developed more fully by HoRN.-j- It is applicable in an extremely simple

form to canonical systems of equations for which q = 0. If q > 0, generalized

Laplace integrals of a simple character will be shown to be available. The

integrals for q = 0 are considered in § 4.

These integrals are employed in § 5 to find the asymptotic nature of the solu-

tions of the canonical system of equations equivalent to (1) at x = oo in certain

sectors of the x-plane. The asymptotic form of the solutions of (1) in the same

sectors follows as an immediate consequence. The powerful and general method

of successive approximation which Horn $ has employed in various cases will no

doubt lead to the same results.

A Biemannian characterization of the solutions of the canonical system of

equations in the vicinity of x = oo is given and extended in § 6 to the solutions

of (1). The number of characteristic constants in the solutions is found to be

the same as the number of arbitrary constants of the canonical system of

equations.

The characterization suggests the probable generalization of the Riemannian

problem when the singular points of the system of differential equations are not

regular.    This formulation and a count of constants is given in § 7.

§ 1. Auxiliary lemma.

In order to obtain the simplest possible system (I) equivalent to (1), we can

choose as we please the n2 functions X.. of the transformation (4) but with the

restriction that they are analytic or have poles at x = oo and that the determi-

nant |Xf..| is not identically zero. How can one choose the functions X.. so as to

free as far as possible the solutions of (1) from singularities in the finite plane?

The answer to this question, which will be fundamental in our study of (1), is

derived from the following lemma.

Lemma on analytic functions. Let 0¡(x) be a set of n2 functions ofx,

single-valued and analytic for |x| > B but not necessarily analytic at x = oo,

and also such that the determinant

KiaOI + O (l»l>*).

Then it is possible to so choose n2 multipliers X..(x), analytic at x = oo, that

tx.(x)c?.4(x) = x-^(x),        (or±0i.(x)X.k(x) = x-^ik(x))

(¿, fc = l, 2, ••-, n),

'American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 7  (1885), pp. 203-258.     A single linear

differential equation of the nth order is treated in this and other papers referred to later,

f Mathematische Annalen, vol. 50 (1897), pp. 525-556.

tCrelle's Journal, vol. 133 (1907), pp. 19-67.
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where m is a fixed positive integer or zero, and the %ik(x) are entire functions

of x for which the determinant | f jk ( 0 ) | =j= 0.

Proof. The two alternative forms of the Lemma are clearly equivalent.

We shall confine ourselves to the proof of the second of these, which is the

easier to give in matrix notation.

In order to elucidate the lemma let us consider first the case n = 1. We

have to determine X„ so thatii

0  X   = x~m P

Since 0n(x) + 0 for |x| > F, the function log 0XX is expansible in a Laurent

series for | x | > B except for a term a log x,

Take then

if a < 0, or

log #11 = 53 rvx" + a log

—oo +00

Xxx=e "="'    , m = a, f„=e"=0    ,

— 2 rvx" 2 «v*

Xxl = e   "-1    , m = 0, ^11 = x»e"=0    ,

if a = 0, and we have the desired solution. This explicit treatment is not pos-

sible if n > 1, in which case we shall have to construct a solution by an infinite

process.

As it is convenient to use matrix notation, let © denote the matrix || é?..|| and

vu)-1 its inverse matrix 1107? II  which is of the same form, since \0..\ + 0 for

|x|>2?.    Also we shall write A= ||Xf.|j.

Furthermore, if tb is single-valued and analytic in the vicinity of x = oo , so

that it is expansible in a Laurent series,

<r=   Z  «.»%
t>=—oo

we write

F(eb) = ;Eavx\ F(cb) = Y, avx°, Fm(eb)=   g avx\
v=Q v=— 1 v——m

Here m is some positive integer whose value will be specified later.    We have

the obvious relations

eb = P(eb) + N(cb) = P(cb) + a_xx-> + ■■■+ a_m+xx~^ + Fm(cb),

P[F(cb)] = P[Fm(eb)] = F[P(cb)] = Fm[P(cp)] = Q.

More generally, if we have a matrix 4> = [| cj>.. ||, we shall use the notation

p(<d)s||P(<p,)II,     Jar<»)«pr<*,)||,     ^W-WKiMl-
Trans. Am. Math. Soc. «9
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Let now  2,= ||íi. || be any matrix of  constants of determinant not   zero.

Consider the matrix equations

(5) r=P(@-1-^) V=Tx-m + Fm(@-T).

If a solution of these equations T= \\y{ ||, "9 = H^H exists, we will have at

once the desired matrix

(6) A = F(@-\V).

To verify this statement we notice first that the functions X.. are analytic at

x = oo by (6), since they are convergent series of negative powers of x. More-

over from the first equation of (5) we obtain

(7) r + F(®-l-v) = ®-l-y.

From this equation (7) we derive

(8) e-r+8[J(@-'-^)] = f

on multiplying by the matrix ©. Furthermore, by the second equation of (5),

we obtain also

(9) V=Tx-m + @-r-P(®-r)-B,

in which the elements of B are polynomial of degree m — 1 at most in 1/x.

If we add (8) and (9), we find by means of (6)

@A= Tx-m-P(®T)- B.

The right hand member forms a matrix \\x~m^i.(x) || in which the £. . (x) axe

entire functions of x with the desired property

|f.(0)| = |i..| + 0.

We have thus proved our statement.

It remains to construct a solution of equations (5) for some m.    This we

do by a method of successive approximation.

Write
¥0= Tx~m,

r0 = P(©-1-^0),

%=Tx- + Fm(®T0),

r, = P(@-1-¥,),

%=Tx-m + Fm(®-Tx),

If the sequence of matrices 'SP , Tp tend to limit matrices, it will not be difficult

to prove that these limits form the desired solutions.
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Define the difference matrices

p p p—1 ' 0 0'

^   ="¥   — V    ,, ^„ = i/rn.p p p—\ ' OrO

These matrices for p > 0 satisfy the equations

(ii) % = Fm(®-Tp_x),     rp = P(®-i.%).

It follows from the first of these equations that ^ contains only negative powers

of x. Hence the positive powers which come from the multiplication of ©-1 and

■f in the second of these equations arise from the positive powers in the ele-

ments of ©_1 and from the negative in *&  so that

(12) P(@-1^i))=P[P(©-1)-^j;].
Likewise we find

(13) ^vm(ö-rj)_1) = ivm[ivm(©)-ri_,],

since the elements of Tp_x contain only positive powers of x and a constant term.

Thus (11) can be written

(14) Vp = Fm[lYm(®)-Tp_x],        r=P[P(©-)-^].

In this form we shall prove the convergence of

r = r0 + r, + ---,     ¥=¥„4-¥, + •■•

for large enough m.

Choose r0, BQ so that

r0>B0>R;

then we can choose M so large that*

(15) PW)<-^_jf(i + 5 + *+...)

since P(0~rl) is an entire function of x. Moreover since F(0.) is analytic for

| x | > B, the series for N( 0tJ ),

0Q]     M

X   +  X2   + '

*The notation, a<^ß, means that the coefficients of the various powers of x in the power

series a do not exceed the corresponding terms of ß in absolute value. I shall extend this nota-

tion of PoiNCABÉ to matrices A and B of which corresponding terms ay and ßij are power series.

Thus the notation A <^ B implies that etc <£ ßa for all values of i and,;'.
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is convergent for | x | > B, so that

Km 31-0.

Hence for large enough m we have | 0(f)\ < ePj, p~> m, no matter how small

e be taken.    Thus we can choose m so large that for any small e

(16) ^,(0,)«

B,
rH X   +   X2  +

Take m so large that

(17)
n2eMr0F0

(V=^o?
<1.

1-

It  is to be noticed  that  both  the comparison series used  converge  for

ro>\x\> B0.

Now choose L so large that

(is) r„ = r0«    L

First by (16) and (18) we see that

*i = -^[^(®)-r<,]

II       /       neLr0B0       \|l     \U {"&.*.(     1       ,      1    \\ I
^[|iV^(x-Jß0)(r0-x)>/|r|rV4(r0-2i0)Vx-P() + r()-x;j[

II n€2r0P0 II

^\\(r0-F0)(x-B0)\\'

Next, by (15) and the above inequality, we see that

Tl=P[P(®-1) ■¥,]«    P
n2eMLr20B0

Árf>-S*)(rt>-X)(x

as before.    And thus in general

-Ä,)J«
n2eMLr20B0

(r-B0)2(r0-x)\

¥„«
w2p-1€î'J2î'-1PrjPj

(^-^^-'(x-PJ rc
n2i>ePj/p£rP+l^

(r,-Ä,)*(r.-«)

as may be proved by induction.    If (17) holds, we shall have convergent series

for y{J and -f.. if r0> |x| > P0.

Furthermore, from the equations (10) we infer that

r = P(@-1-¥),

*The compound matrix has n terms in each element ; hence we get a multiplier n.
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so that 7.. must be an entire function of x.    Then likewise we infer that

W = Tx-m + Fm(®-T).

Thus ||7,.|| and ||^|| satisfy (5).

§ 2. Existence of an equivalent canonical system.

We are now in a position to answer the question which was raised at the

beginning of § 1.

By the hypothesis concerning (2) there are no finite singularities of the func-

tions ai.(x) of (1) exterior to the circle |x| = B. Let x describe a closed path

exterior to this circle about x = oo. It is easy to show that there will exist n

linearly independent particular solutions

*/') yW . . . v(l)

y\ ,    i/2 ' »    yn i

which undergo the substitution

^ = rf,    ^ = Pi2/2'\    ••■,    ^ = P^\
(19) .

y{? = pny[n\ y?~p„yf,  ••-,  l/i:0 = p,,2/ln),

unless two or more values of p are equal, when degenerate cases may occur.*

We will suppose for the present that there exists a fundamental system of

this character (19) for which, of course,

U,Ü)I _ n „J,L"n(^J+a22W+   ..+ann(z)]dz
|yi  | — te

Define now functions 0¡(x) by the n2 equations

«</>== xk'0..(x), \k.=-log p. I ■

It may be inferred at once that the  6{. are single valued  and  analytic  for

| x | > B and that

\Q   (x\\ =c x-(h+ ■ ■ ■ +*J efl"n(.'!)+a2t!^+ ■ ■ ■ -KW*)]*";
I     ij \      ) I

Thus the 0,-(x) fulfill the restrictions of the Lemma.    Hence we can deter-

mine a set of functions X..(x) analytic at x = oo in such a manner that

n

^Xi.(x)0Jk(x) = x-lik(x),
j=i

the %ik ( x ) being entire functions of x and | l-ik ( 0 ) | =)= 0 .

* It is here simply a matter of the canonical form of a linear substitution.
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The transformation (4) changes (1) into a new system of equations (1) with a

fundamental system of solutions

yf) = x*-mf..(x) («-,¿ = 1, 2, • • -, »).

Therefore we can transform a system (1) into an equivalent system whose

solutions have no other singularity in the finite x-plane except x = 0, and this

singularity will be of the above simple form.

The new system of equations can be written

(20) \tfP\I  if I       I

dy¡
dx

dfl
dx

Vx   y%

f?  v\l) 5*')R

dx
Pin) yf

if n

= 0    (¿=1,2, •••.»)•

Hence we see that the coefficients ä..(x) are quotients of entire functions, and

therefore meromorphic in the finite plane with poles only at points for which

a-l#>l-o.
On the other hand, by a fundamental property of any transformation (4), the

new system of equations (20) is of the same form as (1) so that the ai(.(x) are

analytic at x = oo, or have a pole at that point.*

These two properties of the functions a,, show that they are rational functions

of x. Thus the new system of equations equivalent to (1) at x = oo can be

written

(2i) ë-t jwh,.

in which the coefficients Bv(x) are rational. Furthermore it possesses a funda-

mental system of solutions

(22) #>-**-"**(»),

where the £.(x) are entire functions of x and 1^.(0)1 + 0, and the poles of

B4.(x) lie at points for which

'_ A=\ff\ = 0.
* Write the transformation inverse to (4) in the form

n

y¡ = 51 y},¡=\

in which, of course, the Jty( x ) are analytic at x = oo, or have a pole at that point. A direct

computation shows that we have

äij =   2   ^i*a«^y 4 2 %v~r ̂ ot-
ic, 1=1 *=i        ax
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By a succession of transformations (4) we shall now remove all the singular

points of (21), not at x = 0 and x = oo. These can only be apparently

singular points because of the character of the fundamental system of solu-

tions (22).

Since from (21) we have

A — cefiBn^JrB22^+----rSnn(.x^dx

it is clear that the entire function A is the product of a factor which never van-

ishes, and of factors of the form (x — x')A, X being a positive integer. The

singular points will lie at x = x'. These last factors can be removed as follows.

Choose constants c,, c2, • • •, cn, not all zero, so that for x = x

(23) cxtff + c2yf+-.. + cntff=0 tj = i, 2, ••-,«)

This is possible because by hypothesis A = 0 for x = x . Let ck be one of the

quantities ci which is not zero.    Make the further transformation of the form (4)

Vi = yi (» + *),

y» = - x — x

The fundamental system of solutions tff of (21) is transformed into another

such system of the same character,

cxlfP + c2y'f + ■ ■ ■ + cntff>
* X — X

Accordingly the new system of equations has again the form (21).    But we

have

'x — x

so that a factor x — x has been removed from A.

In this way one can remove in succession each factor x — x, and finally reach

the case when A does not vanish except perhaps for x = 0. Thus a system of

equations (21) exists whose solutions have the additional property

(24) \yf\ + 0 (x + o).

It follows that the coefficients Bf.(x) cannot have any poles except at x = 0

and x = oo, and so are either polynomials or polynomials multiplied by a posi-

tive integral power of 1/x. The index of this power does not exceed 1. For

suppose we have

z<j(x)=(jy{tii+t<»x+...}  «,¿=i,8,...,»),
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in which T > 1 and not every tr is zero.    Substituting tff = xkj~  |,-(x) in (21)

and equating coefficients of lowest powers of x, we obtain

0 = ¿<«f»(0) (¿,fc = l,2,••-,»).
A=l

By taking i = 1, 2, • • -, n successively it is inferred that t{. = 0 (i,j = 1, 2, • ■ -, n)

since | £f-(0) | + 0.    This is contrary to hypothesis.    Therefore we must have

B..(x) = ^^,

where P..(x) denotes some polynomial in x.

Theorem. There always exists a canonical system of equations equivalent

to (1) at x = oo,

(25) -   x^ = ^P..(x)y. (¿ = l,2,..-,»),

in which the P;.(x) are ¡polynomials.

The proof of this theorem has been based on the assumption that there exist

n linearly independent solutions of (1) of the character (19). The extension

of the above proof to the degenerate cases is illustrated by taking a degenerate

case for which pn_, = pn. Then there exist n linearly independent solutions

such that we have in place of (19)

*p) = o w(1) Tjm = o w(1) • • • w(1) = o, v^y i —Hi!/1 , y 2     riy2 ' >      y» —piy» >

,7»-D _ „      i/"-1) Î7"-1) — o      í/b_1> ...        Î7"-1)— o      «O-D
y I — Pn-xVx ' i^ —Pn-lVl ' ' y» — Pn-iyn )

yx  —Hn-iüi +yi     '2/2  — rn-ií/2 Ty2     ' >        ?» — Pn-\yn ty,

In this event we may write

y(.fl = X*'C?  (x),        ¿, =--== log p.       (i=l, 2, • ■ -, n ; j = l, 2, ■ ■ -, n-l);
' 27T1/—  1 J

2/r=^"-,r^„(*)4 r—=-öi,M_,(x)logx] (í = l,2,-..,»).
L 2-rrV— lp„_i J

and the functions 0{(x) thus defined will be single-valued  and analytic for

|x|>P.

Furthermore we have

I Q(X\ I  — Ce-(kl+---+2k"-iïftan(x'>+a22(.x)+---+ann.i.:<:)]<Ix.

Thus the functions 0t,.(x) satisfy the restrictions of the lemma of § 1, and a set

of multipliers X..(x) will be determined.    If now the transformation (4) be
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made, the new system of equations in y. will have a fundamental system of

solutions

yi/) = Xk~mí:ij(x) (i = l,2, ---,»;i = l,2, ...n-l),

^>.a^t—1{m(x)+---==&,_,(*)]    (¿ = 1,2,-•-,»),
L 2-TTPn_xV-l J

in which fr(x) is an entire function and | £0(0) | + 0. The rest of the argu-

ment in the degenerate case is very like that employed before.

§ 3. Formal solutions and the polynomials Pf.(x).

It can be shown easily by means of the formal solutions of (1) * that the poly-

nomials Pi.(x) cannot all be of degree less than q + 1.

Let us first consider these formal solutions in the case q = 0. If we substi-

tute in (1) formal expressions

yi = ep^x*Ai(x) (i=i, 2, ...,*),

¡£?+' X1

p^x) = aq-+~i + ßfI + ••• + Xa;<

Ai(x) = Ai + A<?\+...,

and attempt to determine a, ß, ■ ■-, X, k, Ai, A*-1), ■ • • so that the equations

resulting are formally satisfied, and not all the n quantities A. are zero, we

shall find that a is one of the n roots of the characteristic equation (3) and that

we can then determine

A,,ß,Af, ...,*, ¿<*+*>,

in succession ; thus there arise precisely n formal solutions of (1)

yx - Sf\ y2 = Sf\ .. -, yn - 8\»     U=l, 2, • • -, «),
where

S(f = ep^x*A..(x) (<,i=l, 2, •■•,»),

x?+l xt

(26) FAx) = «jq+-1+^+--- + \x,

A.(x) = Aij + A(ff\ + ....

The first set of equations determining A., are

n

(27) ¿rt-Z««4tf (i,i=l,2,-.-,n).

*Schlestngkr, Vorlesungen über lineare Differentialgleichungen, pp. 176-182.    For a discus-

sion of regular singular points see pp. 122-171.
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It is necessary for us to know also that the formal determinant

| Sf\ = eWf...+JV»¡B«+...+«. ! D + W>- 4 • • • |

does not vanish identically. As a matter of fact, the constant D = | A.. | is not

zero. Otherwise we could find multipliers m,, m2, • • •, mn, not all zero, such

that
n

ZV/ = 0 (¿ = 1,2, ...,n).

Multiplying equations (27) by m.(j = 1, 2, • • -, n) and adding, we obtain

»

^)Ai/aJmJ = 0 (i = l,2, •••,■).

A second set of multipliers is m. = a.m.; likewise a third set is m'f = a2.m..

Thus we obtain n sets of multipliers m., a.???,., • •-, an~xm.. It is clear then

that we have

52 A ..mJc. 4 c,a. + • ■ ■ + c   ,a"_1]=0
J = \

for all values of c„, c,, ■ • •, c   ,.    Since a,, a., • • •, a  ave distinct we conclude
u '     1 ' '    n—1 i '     ¿ ' '     n

that
A..m. = 0.

>J       3

Hence for any value of j for which m. 4=0 we have

At. = 0 (i = i, 2, ■•-,»),
which is impossible.

Let us turn now to consider the formal solutions of any system (1), equivalent

to (1) at x = oo by means of a transformation (4). The formal solutions of (1)

are defined by the equations

s?=£,KSf (¿,¿=1,2,-..,«).
*=i

Hence S(P contains the same exponential factor as SV\ although k. may differ

from k. by an integer. The formal determinant \S^\ is also not identically

zero, since we have

I^I-IV»)I-W|.
The same results are obtained for the case q = — 1 except that the exponential

multipliers ePj,(x) are lacking in the formal expressions S'-P and S'P.

We will now prove for the case q = 0 that the rank of any system of equa-

tions (1) equivalent to (1) at x = oo is ai least q+1.    Otherwise we must
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have equations like (27) (a[P. being replaced by SÏÏ) *° determine the constants

A(. of the formal solutions of (1), in which however

% = 0 (»,¿ = 1,2, ■•-,»).
These equations are

Â~ijaj=° (». ¿ = 1.2, •••,»),

whence we see that ^1 = 0(i = l,2,---,n) for any a not zero. This is

impossible.

In particular, then, the rank of the canonical system (25) equivalent to (1) at

x = oo is at least q + 1. 2 he polynomials P..(x) cannot all be of degree less

than q + 1.

We shall now prove that the degree of the polynomials P{J(x) can be taken

not to exceed q + 1.

Let us denote the n formal solutions of (25) by Tf, Tf, ■■■, Ff

(j = 1, 2, • • •, n ) where

Fp = ep^xl'Bij(x),

(28) ' 1
Bij(x) = Bii + Ff¡- + .-.,

k. — Ij being an integer. Let t{ he the index of the highest power of 1/x

which all the B(.(x) (j = 1, 2, ■ ■ -, n) contain as a factor for fixed i. Then

we may write

Tf) = ep^x!'+t'CiJ(x),

C..(x)=C. + C^1+ ••-.

By a succession of transformations (4) of such a character as not to change

the form of (25), we now proceed, if necessary, so to transform (25) that

(29) |0#l + 0.

Assume the indices 1 to « so chosen that

If | Of. I = 0, one can choose constants c,, c2, • • •, cn not all zero, such that

cxCX}. + c2C2j + ...cnCnJ = 0 (¿ = i,2?-•.,„).

Let ct be the last one of this set which is not zero. The transformation of the

form (4),

yi = Vi (< + «),

yt=cxxt'-'iyx + c2xl'-^y2 + ■ ■ ■ + c,yt,
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leaves (25) unaltered in form. The new formal expressions T(P are the same

as TP for i 4= s.    Also

fu) = c^-'iTf + c2x'--^Tf + ■■■ + ctTp

= ep^x^.\±GiC„ + ¿o,Cí¿>- + ...1   (¿ = l,2,  ..,»).
I ;=o ¡=o X J

The terms 5Zí=0c¡Ci, (i=> 1» 2, • ••, n) are all zero by hypothesis.    The for-

mal expressions 2^ (J = 1, 2, ■ ■ •, n) will contain another factor 1/x, and we

have increased tt by unity or more.

But we have

\Tf\=ct\Tf\

directly from the transformation. In this way we can increase tx, t2, • • •, tn

without altering, save by a constant factor, the formal determinant | Tf |.

Since the determinant contains 1/x at least to the power

lx + l2+---+ln + tx+t2+--.+tn,

we see that this process of transformation must finally come to an end. This

occurs when (29) is satisfied.

When (25) has been transformed so that also (29) holds we may prove at

once that the degree dv of Ft. can not exceed q + 1 + t{ — t.. In fact, if some

of the integers

dij -(? + !+ h - h) (¿,i = l, 2, • • -, n)

are positive, let t be the greatest of them. Also denote the coefficients of the

term
XT + í+X + t¡-tj

in P..(x) by p... Substitute the formal solutions in (25). When coefficients

of highest powers of x are equated to zero one obtains

n

Q = T.PvCjk (»,fc=i, 2, •■■,»),
J=x

which is not possible in view of (29).

We note at this point that the degree of P{j (x) does not exceed a 4 1 if

i =j. We will now make further transformations so that this will also be true

when i">j.

Let us first attempt to remove the constant terms of PnJ(x) (j=l, 2, • • -, n—1)

by a transformation

2/i = y<   (>"¥n),     yn = cnnyn + cn,n-xyn-i + --- + cnXyx,
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where c„n = 1.    We will then obtain

Fj(x) - Pij(x)-cn.Pin(x) («./ + •),

2\(a0 = 2\.„(x)   . (»•+».

^(^)=t%.2J,4(»;)-tc„.P,(x)cni (*+.),
J=l j=l

n

Fnn(x) = T.%-FJn(x).HI      jn

3=1

It is to be noted that the degree of F (x) (i,j = 1, 2, •••, n) does not exceed

q + 1 + ti — t.. If plf denotes the constant term of P.. (x) we have to satisfy

the conditions

Or if we write

Y.onjPfk-T.cn]pfncnk = o      (*=i,2,-.,»-i).
3=1 3=1

Y> ,»f.0) = X = Xc ,
x_-i    nj Fj n nn7

these conditions may be stated in the form

Z%.^-^ = o (*=1, 2, ••■,»).
1=1

This gives the equations for X,

|»(°?-S..X| = 0.

Now each transformation employed since we obtained (21) has not affected

the form (22) of the solutions. Hence (25) still possesses a fundamental system

of solutions of this form. A direct substitution of these solutions in (25) will

show that the roots X are the quantities

kx — m, • • •, kn — m.

The roots X are therefore distinct and do not differ by integers in the case

in which (1) has n solutions of the form (19) where px, p2, ■ ■ -, P„ are distinct,

inasmuch as

1
k.=-log p. (¿ = 1, 2, ■ •-, n).

3      2-rrV-l J

We confine ourselves to this simplest case.

Choose for X any root kn — m, determining a set of values cn. (j = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■, n)

in which cnn 4= 0.    Such a root exists, since otherwise the linear equations

°I^-Ht=o (*=i. 2, •••, »-i)
3=1

could be satisfied for n values of X, and there are only n — 1 such values.

The corresponding transformation (cnn=l) will remove the desired termi.

Also we have p<-¡l = kn — m in the new system of equations.
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Next we remove the constant terms of Pn_x ¿(x) (j =1,2, ■ ■ -, n — 2) by

a transformation

Vt — îtt    (i + n — l),        yn-i = yn-l + cn_Xn_2yn_2-]-r-V-i.iyï-

This can always be accomplished as before and we shall have reduced the con-

stant term of pn_x n_x(x) to kn_x —m. Continuing thus, we finally remove all

the constant terms of P{j(x) (i <cj) leaving

Pxi =kx — m, pf¡ = k2 — m,  • ■ -, pfn = kn — m.

When the constant terms are removed, we apply a transformation

y¿ = y¡   (* + «)'     y* = ya. + cxTyß

to remove any term pQ xT of Paß (x) (a > /3) of degree t less than ta — tß . A

direct computation shows that we have

pij(x) = F..(x) {i + «,j+ß),

Fiß(x) = Piß(x)-CX*Pii(x) (i + a),

(31)   Poa(x) = P„(x)-cx*Pßj(x) U + ß),

Fß (x) = Paß (x) - cxT [PM(sc) - Pßß (x) + cx^Pßa(x)].

It is clear that the degree of Pi.(x) (i, j = 1, 2, • • •, n) is not greater than

q + 1 + ti—tJ since t < ta — tß .

Let us take t = 1. All the new terms in Pij(x) (i<j) are at least of first

degree, since a multiplier x appears throughout in them. Furthermore, since

Pia (x)(i>at) and P ßj (x) (ß~>j) contain no constant terms after the previous

transformation, it is clear that there are no new terms of first degree except

possibly in

Piß(x)    (<<a),        2\.(x)    (ß<j),        Paß(x).

Also the terms of the first degree in Paß(x) can be made zero by a proper

choice of c, uamely such that

rf3-c(*.-*,)-o.
This shows that we may remove the terms of first degree in P{. (x) (ti—tj^>l),

by taking them in proper order, namely with increasing i and decreasing j.

In the same way we may continue, taking t = 2, 3, • • ■, until all terms of

Pi.(x) (i>j) of degree less than ti — t. are removed.    We may  therefore

write finally
Pi.(x) = x"-"Q..(x)

where Qr(x) is a polynomial for i >_;'.   This holds likewise for i =j, since then
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ti— t. = 0.    Also Ç,.(x) will be of degree q + 1 or less, since P..(x) is of

degree q + 1 + ti — t. or less.

The transformation

yi = x'iyi (» = 1,2, •••,«)

will give us a system of equations

in which

Pi.(x)=x"-«Pij = Q..(x)    (i+-j),        Pu(x) = PH(x) + ti = Qii(x) + ti.

Thus there exists a canonical system (25), equivalent to (1) at x = oo, in which

the degree of Pi.(x) does not exceed q + 1.

We still have at our disposal a linear transformation with constant coefficients,

In view of the nature of the roots of the characteristic equation (3) we may

simplify Pi(x) by this means so that the equivalent canonical system of equa-

tions becomes*

dY:
dx

x-rf=^p,(x)rJ,
3=1

(32) Pi.(x)=pfj+pPjx + ...+p^ (i*¿),

Pu(x) = pft+pVx + ■ ■ -pf[xfl + a.x"+\

The result which we have obtained is that there exists a canonical system of

equations of the form (32) equivalent to (1) at x = oo . This form will be

hereafter assumed.

In the case q = — 1 the canonical system reduces to

dYx        ^        dY2 _ dYn
x^r— =a,Y,,    x—,— = a.Y„,  • •-, x —j-- = a Y .

dx        l   l*        dx        2   2'       '      dx        "   "

But this system of equations is equivalent to (1).    Hence, as stated in the intro-

duction, there exists a fundamental system of solutions of (1)

yp=Xx.(x)x«', tff = X2.(x)x^, •--, y'f = X„.(x)x^    (¿ = 1,2, ---, »),

where X¿. ( x ) are analytic at x = oo or have a pole at that point.    As there are

precisely n formal solutions,

yx = x°iAx.(x), y2 = x^A2j(x), ■■■, yn = x" An.(x),    (¿ = l, 2, ■•-, «),

¿..(x) = X.4^(1?- + ---,
V V      / V     ' '3 X '

h For an analogous reduction in the case q = 0 see Schlksingke, loc. cit., pp. 183, 184.
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we infer that X^.(x) = A..(x) and is therefore analytic at x = oo.    This is

the fundamental result for a regular singular point and is due to Sauvage.*

§ 4.     Generalized Laplace integrals.

The problem of the paper now resolves itself into a study of the solutions of

<32) for q =% 0.

Let us consider first the case q = 0.    The equations (32) are then

dV
*^-(^ + ^)^ + 2« + ---+l«i

<33) xd¿ = P*r* + (r® + «**)r* + '" + p™ r«>

dY
X^ = lWYx+P%T>+-'' + (P™+a«X)r«-

The formal solutions will have the form ( Tf>, T<f, ■ ■ ■, Tf ) (j = 1, 2, ■ • •, n ),

where
T\¡) = e^xlŒi.(x),

B..(x) = B..+ &$-+■■•.
V V    ' v   '        'J x

Direct substitution shows that

lj=P?] (¿=1,2,.-.,»)

In this system of linear differential equations write

{34) Y = fe**Vi(z)dz (» = 1,2,...,«).

By employing the formula

fex*xu(z)dz = [ex*u(z)]—fe**du(z),

in which the path of integration will be subsequently so chosen that the

bracketed term may be omitted, we obtain, by equating the coefficients of e™ in

the integrands on both sides of (33),

-i*~^)lïï-(P(xx + l)>ii + P%%+''-+P?ï%t

(35) - (z - a*)ft=tâl% + (f88+ !)%+•• -+P%vn,

-(»-0^"-í2?9i+(i»)S%+-" + (íS2+iK.

*Annales de l'École Normale, series 3, vol. 3 (1886), p. 392.    The analogous result

for a single equation of the nth order is due to Fuchs.
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We shall show how to employ (35), thus formally deduced, to obtain an actual

representation (34) of the solutions.

The system (35) has n+l regular singular points at z=ax, z=a2, • • -, a=a„

and z = oo , and no other singular points. The exponents at x = o^ are all zero

except one which has the value — p(.°? — 1 = — I. — 1. These results show that

we may choose a fundamental system of n solutions, of which n — 1 are regular

at x = a¿ and one has the form

#> = («-«, )-*-' W> (z - a,),    tff = (x - a,)-*-» $,(z - oj),

..-, V<f=(z-a¡)^-^n(z-aj)

in which ^P(a — a.) is regular at z = a.. This is true except possibly when

lj is an integer.    We will refer to this possibility later.

The formula (34) will represent a solution of the given canonical system of

equations provided we write

nx = v[j),    V2 = V(f\  ■-, Vn = vi/f

and the corresponding contour c. of integration is taken to be a "loop circuit"

that is, a circuit extending along a (properly chosen) ray from z = oo to the

vicinity of z = a., and then around the point in a negative sense, returning

finally to z == oo along the ray. The direction of the ray must be so chosen

that it does not contain another singular point z = ak, and that B(xz) (the

real part of xz) is negative along the ray. When this is done there is no diffi-

culty in proving that each set of formulas

Yf)=l"cexz(z-af)-ti-l^p(z-a.)dz        (¿ = 1,2, ■••,»)

represents a solution of (33), at least in certain sectors of the plane.

In the case in which —I. — 1 is a positive integer the loop circuit is replaced

by a straight line path from z = 0 to z = oo. When — I. — 1 is negative or

zero, there will be a solution which contains a logarithm. We choose this solu-

tion to replace tff, w2J\ ■ ■ -, tfff In all cases we obtain a formula for each

singular point.

This elegant method of attack (for a single linear differential equation of the

Tith order with rational coefficients) was given by Poincaré in a fundamental

paper.* The method has been more fully developed by Horn,| who shows that

a direct study of the solutions can be made by these formulas in the complete

vicinity of x = oo.

When q > 0 the above method fails.    Poincaré has indicated a method of

*Amerioan Journal of Mathematics, vol. 7 (1885), pp. 217-232.

fMathematische Annalen, vol. 50 (1897), pp. 525-556.

Trans. Am. Math. Soe. 30
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quadratures reducing the case q > 0 to the case q = 0, but the application

of this method seems impracticable. *

It is the aim of this paragraph to show that, at least in the case before us,

formulas exist for q > 0, analogous to those given when q = 0 .f

First let us consider the case q = 1.    The equations (32) are in this case

=45 = (pTi-tP> 4 axx2)Yx+ (p?¡+p«¡x)Y2+ - -. + (pfl+P^F,

(36) xl& "&# +P»Yi + (MS +P> + «VW +■■■ + M +Pfnx)Ytt,

dY
x~~ - (/fi? +pl£x)F1 + (p%+pttx)Y2+ ■ - .+de+iö»+ anx2)Yn.

The formal solutions are ( Ff\ Tf\ ■■■, T(f>) (j = 1, 2, ■ ■ -, n), where

Ff=ea^+ßl'xxl'Bij(x),

B..(x) = B.. + FP- + ....

If these formal expressions be substituted in (36), we obtain

(37) /9,-fg,' (¿ = i,2,..,™).

We shall take as the generalized form of (34) in this case

(38) F«» JV* !>«(*) + ®Va(*)]& (» = l,2, ••-,»).

Now substitute this expression (38) in (36), integrating by parts according to

the formula

\ e*lzx2u(z)dz = [e**M(»)] —   Í e*2* aw ( a ),

in order to reduce the terms which contain x3 and x2 to terms in x' and x° re-

spectively. If the bracketed terms are omitted and the coefficients of ex"z and xexlz

in the integrands are then equated, there result the equations :

dr> !
-(2z-af)^=Vix + Z[pynjl+pynj0]      (Í-1, ».-,.),

(39)
i7n n lin n

*Hoen, Acta Mathematica, vol. 23 (1900), pp. 177-201.

fCf. Cunningham, Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, ser. 2,

vol. 4 (1906), pp. 374-383.
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Thus we reach a system of 2n linear equations of the first order in a to deter-

mine the 2 ?i functions

vu' ^21 ' ' ' '^ Vni, Vio, Vx, - - -, Vn0•

This system of equations is analogous to (35). It has clearly singular points

at z = a,/2, z = aJ2, • • •, z = an/2 and z = oo , the last of which is a regular

singular point. The finite singular points are not in general regular, although a

slight consideration proves them to be of rank q = 0 at most.

It is possible however to make a given one of these singular points z = ar/2

a regular point by first making in (36) the simple preliminary transformation

Yi=e-^Yi.

The new system of equations (36), and hence also (39) will be the same as

before except that jfP is replaced by p(P — ßr (i = l, 2, ■ ■ -, n). These n sys-

tems of equations (36), in general distinct and obtained by taking r=l, 2,- ■ -, n,

replace the single system (35) of the case q = 0.

The rth system of equations (39) Aas a regular singular point at z = arj2.

For the system (39) may be written

%=2^K + gl>^+Äo]} « = l,2,-,»),

(» = 1,2, •••,»).

A sufficient condition that z = ar/2 be regular is that there is no pole at z = a./2

of the second or higher order in the coefficients of 77,,, •■•, vnX, ??,0, ••-, n„0

in the right-hand members. Clearly such a pole cannot exist except in the

second n of these equations when i = r, and then only if p(^r 4= 0. But

in (39) p^l is replaced by p{fr — ßr, which vanishes by (37). Hence the state-

ment is proved.

The exponents of the regular singular point z = ar/2 can be verified directly

to be all 0 except two, which are

2 2

Hence there exists a solution r¡([¡, • • -, tf^, r¡x¡, •■ -, v^o °^ *he form

where 5ßVo(z — ar/2) and ^¡¡(z — ar/2) are analytic at z = ar/2. Each set

of formulas
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(¿=-1,2, ■••,»),

will then represent a solution provided that Cj is a loop circuit to z = a¡¡2 so

chosen that P[x2(z — a,/2)] is negative along the ray.

If (— I. — l)/2 is an integer, we can obtain solutions corresponding to the

other exponent ( — I, — 2 )/2 which will not be an integer.

The proof of the validity of the above formulas is exactly like that in the

case q = 0.

Let us now consider the general case when we have

Tf = e%Tl+^7 + -+xVP.(x),

P..(x) = P.. + P,?-4.-..

We write

Yf-S^K *•(•) + ^nv«) + ■■■ + x"viq(z) } dz,

where the r¡.. ( z ) are functions to be determined. First we have by substitution

in (32)

I* e^° |> [(a 4 l)x"+1z +J]ni}(z)dz=¿ f^'Ct, />(^)(É*V*)) dz

+ fe^a.x"+lÍx!Vü(^)dz      (i = l, 2, •■•,»).
J 1=0

The terms involve x°, x, • ■ -, x2?+1. We propose to satisfy each of the equa-

tions above by deleting in turn all but the terms in

x" and x«-*1"1-' (s = 0, 1, -••, 5)

and then satifying each of a 4 1 equations resulting. One obtains after the

omission of a factor x*

JV1*[(a+l)x«+Ia4¿|77j,(z)«'s

= ¿ IV1*( Z Ä,(3)4*5+1    Z    PVvJl(z))dz+ fe«"ax^Vii(z)dz.
j=lj \*+i=« k+l=g+s+l / J

By an integration by parts

fe**l'xq+lw(z)dz = \_extn"w(z)] —fex**l*dw(z),

in which the bracketed terms are again cancelled by a subsequent choice of

limits, we may transform the coefficient e**"2 in the integrands so that it is inde-
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pendent of x. Equating these coefficients we then obtain in a formal manner

the system of n ( q + 1 ) differential equations for the functions vit,

-[(î + i)«-q,]3f + Z   S   fe-ííTi-'K + II^
(» = 1, 2, ■••, »; s=0, 1, • •-, q).

These equations written in succession for s = q, q — 1, ■ ■ ■, 0 are

tin n

-[(? + !)*-"<]-^=^+2: i^,        (»=i,2,...,»),
Wa J=l h+l=q

-[(q + l)z-ai]dn^ + ±p%}d¡f=2tliq_x + ±    £   2^,

(» = 1,2, •••,»),

_ re « + i\a _ a i ^+ y «c«^ +... + y «w^j±î

= (? + lHo + E   T, P?]Vjt      (<=1.S,.-.,»).
j=i *+;=o

The singular points of (40) are at once seen to be z = «,/(a 4 1), » = a2/(° + -0»

...,»=an/(a4l) and z = oo, the last of which is clearly a regular singular

point while the others are of rank q at most.

As in the case q = 1 vie can, however, make a given one of the points

z = <3-J(q 4 1) a regular singular point by making a preliminary transformation

xi xl-1

i J- i-

The new system (32), and hence also (40), will not be changed except that

$l,$rl\ •••, pfi (« = i,2,•••,«),
will be replaced by

Pa      Hr, Pa ir,       , Pa       "r

respectively.

These n systems of equations (40) (r =1,2, ■ ■ -, n) will, as in the cases

q = 0 and q = 1, lead to Laplace integral formulas.

We shall now prove that the system (40) has a regular singular point at

z=arf(q + l ). To prove this fact we note that, in view of the preliminary trans-

formation assumed to have been made, the system (32) admits a formal solution

Tp,Tf,.-.,Ff, where
<W+1

Fp = e*r^x<*Bir(x) (i = i,2,...,«).
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Now it is easily proved that if the system (32) has a formal solution of this

kind, then the adjoint system of equations,

| — ±.,ru<*),
will have a formal solution

zJ(x) = e-^x-<*{CJ + Cfl+ --.}      (¿=1,2,..-,»),
X

in which not every C. (j = 1, 2, • • •, n ) is zero.    If this formal solution be

substituted in the adjoint system, we obtain the following set of linear equations :

arCj = a.Cj (¿ = 1,2, ••■,«),

arCf=a.C^+it CiP% (¿ = 1, 2, •-.,*),

arCf =a.Cf + Y,(C(r1)p%} + ---+ CTpW)   (¿ = 1,2,. ••,«).
i=l

From the first n of the above equations we infer that

C} = 0    (j+r), C7+0.

Multiply now the n equations of the (k + 1 )th line in (40) by C,(i = 1, 2, ■ ■ -,n)

respectively, the &th set by C(P (i = 1, 2, • • -, n), and so on. Then add the

first nk equations thus obtained. In view of the above relations between the

FP one finds

-Kî+i)-«4i{c,%-'+o?.%^'+...+c?.%!}=i.(,),

in which Lk(r¡) denotes a certain expression linear in i¡t, with constant coeffi-

cients.    Since Cf = 0 (i 4= r). Cr 4= 0, we may write this in the form

(41) %*—i i {WÍ* ,-*+i+ • • • + of l-z%) + j^r^-aLk(v)

(*=o, 1,8, • -, j).

We are now able to prove that z = «r/(o 4 1 ) is a regular singular point.

This will be proved if we show that when we solve (40) for the derivatives of

Vij in terms of the t¡(. themselves, the coefficients of the expressions obtained

have at z = ar/(q 4 1 ) poles of the first order at highest. The expressions for

dtjiq/dz (¿ = 1, 2, •••, n) certainly satisfy this condition, as the first set of

equations (40) show. In solving for dvu x/dz ( i == 1, 2, • • •, n) we distinguish

the cases i +- r and i = r. Since in the first case dn. _x/dz appears with a

coefficient — [( q + 1 ) z — af] not zero at z = arj( q+1 ), it is clear that poles of
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higher than the first order do not appear. To solve for dr)r q_xjdz we use

equation (41) for k = 1 and deduce the same fact. In this way we solve for

dr¡i ¡dz, dr¡¡ _x/dz, ■•-, dviojdz, each time making use of the appropriate

equation (41), to prove that no poles of higher than the first order arise. Thus

the statement is finally proved.

The n(q + 1) exponents at z = «./(tf 4 1) are all zero excepting a 4 1 of them,

which ave(-lr-l )/(q 4 1), (- K -2)/(q + 1), ■ ■ -, (-1- q- l)/(« 4 1).
I have not found a direct proof of this fact, such as no doubt exists. An out-

line of an indirect proof is found in the foot-note p. 462.

We will have then a solution tffj (i = 1, 2, •■•, n; j = 0, 1, •••, q) such

that

where ^r![3-ar/(g+l)] is a function analytic at z = ar/(q + 1). This

leads at once to the formulas

dz(42)    ̂  = ̂ "+-'^X^Ka-Ä)^IS:c4^(S-?Tl)

where c. is a loop circuit about z = af(q + 1) so chosen that

B {x,+1 [z — aj/(q 4 1 )] } is negative along the ray. These actually repre-

sent solutions, as can be proved just as in the cases q = 0 and q = 1.

If (— lj — 1 )¡(q 4 1) is an integer, one may use solutions corresponding to

the remaining non-zero exponents, none of which are integers.

§ 5. Asymptotic representation.

If one makes the substitution

W = X'+1{Z-qJTl)

in the formulas (42) for j = r, there is obtained the expression

Jr» -lr-l   q
ew w i+i £ x? y$f ( x-«-1 w ) dw,

c 3=0

where c'r is a loop circuit to w = 0. When one expands ^i.(x~q~1w) and

evaluates the successive terms by means of the formula

|  ewwK dw = ( e-1""]-'1 — e7"^-1 ) T (k + 1 ),

there results for Y(P a sum of terms of the same form as in the expression TP

plus terms which approach zero as x becomes infinite.*

* For a more complete consideration of a like point see the paper by Horn previously referred

to, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 50 (1897), pp. 527-531.
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In order to state the result concisely we shall modify slightly the conventional

definition of asymptotic representation.

Definition. We may say that Yi is asymptotically represented by FT

along the ray arg x = cb, or in symbols

Y~Tp,        argx = <b,

if for some sector including arg x = <b as an interior ray and for all values of m,

Y = ewarvj^ 4 -f + ■ • • + -^r + ^ },

in which lim e = 0 as x becomes infinite.

The result is then that we have

F"ü) ̂  T(Pi i

along any ray for which B { x,+1 \z — a.j(q + 1 )] ) is negative. These expres-

sions TP are, of course, identical with the Tf which occur in the formal solu-

tions of'(32).*

The ray of the loop circuit to z = «,/(» 4 1) may vary in direction as long

as it does not intersect one of the remaining n — 1 finite singular points

% = a,/(q 4 1 ). It is a simple matter to give the actual sectors on which in

general the above integral formulas hold. Denote by t,, t2, •••, tAt the

JV"= n(n — 1 )(q + 1 ) rays in angular order for which

B{(aj-ak)x"^}=0 (¿ + /c),

and also write tjY+, = t, 4 27t. We assume these rays to be distinct. Further-

more, the real part of some particular one of the differences (a} — ak)x'+1

changes from positive to negative as we pass from the sector (rm_x, rm) to

(Tm'Tm+i)- Denote the subscripts in this difference hyjm and km. The ray

of the loop circuit c, has an argument intermediate between a certain successive

pair of arguments

arS ( a3w — aK,- )   and  arS ( aJm — akm )

for which km, = km =j. In this case B { x?+1 [z — a}¡(q + 1 )] } remains nega-

tive for
IT

rm < arg x < Tm, + ---j .

The formula (42)
Y. — F«)    Y — FW    •••     Y — Yu)

* At this point it is easy to see that the exponents at z = ar/(q + l) have the values above

stated. For by comparison of the Laplace integrals and the formal solutions we get these values as

possible exponents, and no others. But in the special case for which Pv(x) =0, Pa=Pu +olíxí ,

it may be at once proved that the exponents have precisely these values. Then if the coefficients

of the polynomials are changed continuously, the exponents are also so changed and hence retain,

the form specified.
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represents a set qfq + 1 solutions fixed by assigning the sector in which the

ray of the loop circuit is to lie. This formula is valid for any one of the q + 1

corresponding sectors

TT
T   < arq x < t , 4-T.m y     ^   m      q + 1

It is to be noted that m and m are any pair of successive values of m for which

k   = k , = j.
m m J

If now we pass back to the solutions of (1), we infer that there exist solu-

tions yx, y2, ■ ■ -, yn of (1) such that

y<~Sf (¿=1,2, •••,»)
within any given sector

TT
t   < arq x < t , -1-¡r .

This result has also been derived in certain special cases by Horn,* who has

used the method of successive approximation.

§ 6.   Characterization at z = 00 .

At this point we can readily give a characterization of the nature of the solu-

tions of (32) and thence of the system (1) equivalent to it at x = 00.

Theorem. There exist N=n(n — 1) (q + 1) fundamental systems of

solutions of the canonical system (32),

FC>       F<')      ...      F«1'
-'■Im,        -*■   2m, '        ■*■  nm ,

(43) . (m = l,8, •-•, tf\

■p» x7-(m) -y{n)
-'-Im,        -*■  2m, ' ,        -*■  nm,

such that

and such that

Y<£~Ff\        TmS=argx<rm+1,

FO'»>      - F<« 4- A    FC*»)
-*   itm-\-l -*-   tm      l       *m-*-   im  ,

provided we write Y\fs+l = e2w!'y _1 F^/-".

Proof. In order to avoid confusion we will state at the outset that the solu-

tions (42) are not in general the solutions referred to in this theorem. The

latter retain their asymptotic form throughout minimum sectors, while the former

retain it throughout maximum sectors.

^Crelle's Journal, vol. 133 (1907), pp. 19-67
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An immediate conclusion of the results of the preceding paragraph is that

there exists for every ray arg x = cb a set of solutions Y^, Yuf, ••-, Y{f

(j = 1, 2, • • •, n ) such that along this ray

yu) ^ t7«)

In virtue of this fact it is possible to separate the x-plane into some finite num-

ber of closed sectors cr, in each of which there exists a fundamental system of

solutions Y(f, Y(f>, ■■-, Yf>(j=l, 2, ...,») such that Y<-f ~ Tf for x

in cr. We choose these sectors so that the rays arg x = rm are included at

most one within each sector cr.

Throughout a sector cr not containing an inner ray t{ every solution

Yx, Y2, • ■ -, Yn of (32) has a definite asymptotic form. For the general solu-

tion of (32) is

(44) Yi = cxY<p + c2Yf+.-- + cnYf        (i = i, 2, ■ ■, «),

which gives the asymptotic relationship

Y^c.Tf + c.T^+.-. + c^f.

The relative magnitudes of these n terms as x becomes infinite in a clearly

depend on the relative magnitude of

(45) 2?(a,x'+1),    F(a2xq+l),    ••-,    2?(«nx'+1).

This does not change except at the rays arg x = t,, t2, • • -, tn. Suppose for a

moment that indices 1 to n are so chosen that the quantities (45) appear in order

of descending magnitude. If ck is the first of the quantities c,, c2, • • •, cn not

zero, one has clearly for x in tr

Y.~ClF"\t k       1

Furthermore, since the successive regions a have a ray in common, every

solution Yx, Y2, ■ ■ -, Yn preserves its asymptotic form throughout successive

sectors a until one which contains a ray Tj, t„, —, rs is reached. We may

therefore unite into a single sector crm the region cr which contain a given ray rn,

and all those which succeed it in angular order up to the one which includes

the  ray  t  ,,, and   affirm that   on  each of   these  sectors  a    there  exists  a
** m+1 7 TO

fundamental system Yf>, Y2}\ ■■-, Y'f (j = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■, n), for which Yf> ~ T'f
throughout the sector.

Next let us determine the character of the general solution Yx, Y2, ■ ■ -, Yn

in one of these sectors crm which includes within it the ray arg x = t . Here

again the relative magnitude of the quantities (45) determines the important

term in (44). But B{Pjm(x)} and F {Pkm(x)} change order of magnitude

along arg x = rm, and moreover

^ {(«,•„-«*,>?+1}>0 (arg,<r„),

#{(«,„- a*»>?+1}<0 (argx>rm).
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If we suppose indices so chosen that the quantities (45) are in order of magnitude

at the first boundary ray of trm, two successive terms of (45), say the sth and the

( s + l)th, will change order of magnitude for arg x = rm. We see by (44)

that the solution Yx, Y2, • • •, Yn will preserve its asymptotic form in erm unless

ci = c2=--- = c,-i = °>        c, + 0,cm + 0.

In this case the solution is of the asymptotic form

c yc«)   c fw   ...   r T^C.J- 1 ' c,-1 2 >       » c«4 »

at the initial ray of the sector, and of the asymptotic form

r     yon-«   r     yco+i)   ...   r     ye+i)

at the terminal ray.

If, however, we have two solutions such that at the initial ray of the sector

Y~cT[P
(» = 1,2, ■••,«),

Y'. ~ c'+12T<?+1>»       i+i    ,

we can always choose a combination Y" =Yi+ A Y\ so that (Y'f, Y'f, ■ ■ -, Y'f)

preserves its asymptotic form c^'-f, ctT2'\ ■■•, ctT{f throughout the sector

cr  .    For we have
m

Yi = cfYp + c.+xY^+--- + cnY^,

^; = <+i^+i + --- + <n)-
The required value of A is — cj+,/c^+,.

Let now Y[{}, Y$, •■-, Y$ (j=l, 2, ••-, n) be any fundamental sys-

tem of solutions of (32) such that

f<¿> ~ ro)

for x on o-,. All these solutions will preserve their asymptotic form throughout

cr2 except perhaps the solution

L   11    '    J    21   ' '   ■»   nl

in view of the preceding discussion. However, in this case we can choose a con-

stant A, so that the solution

Yff 4 AxYff, Y<¿£ 4 AXY™, • • -, F«» 4 AJT™

preserves its asymptotic form

•puù   yen)   ...   yen)

throughout the sector er2.    Therefore if we write

^l = Yf¡ u+Ji),

Y[y=Y^ + AxY™
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the new fundamental system of solutions Y$, Yi£, • • -, Y(J¡ (j=l, 2, • ■ -, n)

preserves its asymptotic form throughout the sector a2.

Passing now to the sector cr3, we obtain a third fundamental system of solu-

tions, and so on.    Thus we define Y$, Y$, • ■ -, F$^+1 successively in terms

of ra>.
These fundamental systems of solutions have therefore the desired properties

stated in the theorem except that we need not have

YifN+x = e2«^Y$ {i,j = l, 2,.,.,.).

These relations, too, will be satisfied when a proper choice of the initial funda-

mental system

(46) Ftf, Y<£, -.-, F$ (¿ = i,2,-..,»)

is made.    To prove this fact we show first that the final fundamental system

of solutions
(4T\ F^i FM ...     Y<-?> íi — x   9  ...  «iV*') ■*■ x, N+i,   -* 2, sr+i,        ,   J n.sr+i U — t., ¿, ■ ■  , n )

is entirely independent of the choice of the initial system (46).

Let
&£,   Zfl,   •-.,   Z<£ (¿=l,2,--.,»;m = l,2,..-,W)

be a second set of solutions of the same kind; the constants which correspond

to A   will be denoted by B .
m J m

Let B(atxq+l) be that one of the quantities (45) which is least in

magnitude in (t,, t2). There can only be one solution of (32) asymptotic to

If, Tf, ■ • -, Tf on (t,, t2), and we must have

(48) F»=Z« (1=1,2,...,.)

in this sector. Now each pair of the quantities (45) become equal for 2 ( q + 1)

values of t,

,      , TT , 2-7T ,       2a — 1

It is clear, then, that on the sector

(49) T, = argx<T, + —^ = TlL (^ =-¿-),

each pair of these quantities (45) become equal once and only once. The quan-

tity B(aaxq+l) will therefore increase over the remaining quantities (45) as

arg x changes from t, to t, + Tr/(q + 1 ).    It is therefore clear that

F<«) — F(') — ... — F'")■*-    11    -   -*■    Í2  - -   -L   iy. ,

7M —   Z(') —_Z«
^il   —   -"¿2    — —  -"in •
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Hence we find

F<&= Zfm (» = l,2,  ■-,»)

for all values of m less than a + 1.

Next let B(a¡xq+1) be that one of the quantities (45) which is second in

magnitude in (t,, t2).    We must have in this case

Z(0 _  F<f) 4- rV-'ï
" im — -1   im  T eiJ.   ¿,„

for m = 1, 2, • • -, until a value m = 0 is reached for which P(a¡xq+1) increases

over 2?(a(x,+1). It must be remembered that B(a¡xq+1) increases over all

the quantities (45) except B(a¡xq+1) in (t,, tm). Now in virtue of the

relations
Fio       _ Fd)  i   ¿   F(s) F<*>       - FW
•* ¿,9+i — x i«  i   -"-e-1 te, -1 ¿,»+i — -* ¿9»

^-26 + 3,2®,        Z?e+X = Zfe,

the preceding equality for m = 0 may be written

(50) Zfi+l - Be ZVe+l = Y<Pe+x - A9Yfe+x + cY<fe+x.

Also since B(atxq+l) is greater than P(atxq+l) in (re, t9+1) we conclude that

— Be=—Ae + c.
We have already shown that

FC)     — Z<-s)
x  i, 9+1 —  ^i, 9+1'

and we obtain from (50)
F»)       - Z(0-*   ¿, 9+1 — **«, 9+1 •

Since for m > 0, the quantity 2?(«(x,+1) will increase over the remaining

quantities (45), we infer that
F» = Zm ii— 1  2. ••    »I

for all values of m greater than 0.

Likewise we have

Z<$=Y^ + cYV + dY$,

where B(auxq+1) is the third of the quantities (45) in order of magnitude.

The relation
reí — F(u) 4- cY^P 4- dY'-P
^ im —   -*    ¡«t"    im T^ »1    im

will hold for successive values of »i, the constants c and cZ only changing for a

value of m such that one of the three quantities

B(atx"+1), B(atxq+1),        F(auxq+l),

changes order of magnitude at arg x = rm. If the first increases over the

second, the constant d may change ; when the second increases over the third,

the constant c becomes zero ; when the first increases over the third, the con-
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stant c becomes zero.    From and after this fixed value of m < /j, + 1, for which

the first increases over the third, we have

FC) — ZW i s — i   o        „\

In this way we prove that after some fixed value of m < a + 1 we shall always

have

YHl=Z<il (» = i,2, ■■•,«),

whatever be the particular value ofj.    Therefore we have

YVm=Zf¿ (»,¿ = 1,2, •■-,»)

for m = it,, and of course for greater values of m, in particular m = N + 1.

Choose Y<$ to be this fixed set Y¡nM+x multiplied by e-2n'^^, and all the

conditions of the theorem will be satisfied. This is a possible choice, since T(P

after a complete circuit of x = oo becomes e^'^^FP, and therefore we have

J^fiv+i ~ ¿"'i'&Fp in (t,, t2).    This completes the demonstration.

The theorem whose demonstration has just been completed leads at once to a

like theorem concerning the solutions of (1).

Theorem.    There exist N = n(n — l)(q + 1) fundamental solutions qf(l),

such that

and such that

um    vw    ■ ■ ■    vm

«/(»)     y(n)      t u t      y(n)
t7lm '    "2m ' '   ¡sum

(m = l,2,..,^41),

2/V2 ~ S<P,        Tm==argx< Tm+X,

2/if'L+l = 2/iií (¿ + ¿m),

„O'm) -  i,,U*ä    _1_    A      ,.('<»)
if im Uim      T^ u^m¿i im    ,

provided we write y{f>N+x= e2'°l»^~1tffi).

This is a complete characterization of the solutions of (1) in the vicinity of

x = oo , since any system of functions F^j satisfying these conditions will form

the solutions of a system of equations (1). The characteristic constants which

determine the nature of the solutions are the n ( q + 2) exponential constants

a3- #>' '"' V *J 0'=1,2, •••,»),

and the n(n — l)(q + 1) transformation constants Ax, A2, • • •, AN. Not all

of the constants Am are independent, since instead of the particular n formal

solutions used we might have multiplied each of these by an arbitrary constant.

The new transformation constant would then be altered to
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Two sets of transformation constants thus related are considered to be the same.

Any two systems (1) and (1) with the same characteristic constants (except that

k. and ic. may differ by integers) may be proved to be equivalent at x = oo, and

conversely.

The total number of essential characteristic constants is accordingly

n(q + 2) + n(n-l)(q+ 1) - (n-1) = n2(q + 1) + 1.

But we can dispose of n — 1 further constants of (32) by the transformation

Yi=ciYi (¿ = 1,2, ..-,»).

It is clear then that the canonical system of equations (32) also has at most

n2(q + 1) + 1 essential constants. If it be admitted that no further reduction

of (32) is possible, we infer that the characteristic constants are not connected

by any necessary relation.

§ 7.   Generalized Biemann problem.

We now propose the following generalization of the Biemann problem : To

construct a system of n linear differential equations of the first order with pre-

scribed singular points

x,, x2,  ■•-, xm, xm+1 = OO

of respective rank

111   ?2»    ••'»   <lm+l

and with a given monodromic group, the characteristic constants being assigned

¿or each singular point.

Consider the system of equations

rl,l n    /   m    ?i+2 A îm+1 V

with singular points x,, x2, ■ • -, xm, xm+l = oo of prescribed rank a,, q2, ■ • -, qm+x.

In this equation appear
(m+l \

y^4 2m4lj

arbitrary constants.

In order to fix the problem we consider the fundamental system of solutions

(yi'i "") y(n), " " '> (y(n i ' "i y^n) suc^ *hat -¡ff at some point x = a reduces

to 8. , and take the group of this particular fundamental system of solutions

to be assigned.

The monodromic group contains n2m arbitrary constants, n2 for each funda-

mental substitution.    Furthermore, the characteristic constants are

m+l

y ln2(ql +1) + 1]
i
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in number ; but between these constants and those of the group there are

n(m + 1) relations, since the n exponents at each of the m + 1 singular points

are determined either by the group or by the characteristic constants.

We must further prescribe at each singular point precisely which solutions

are to correspond to the canonical fundamental system of solutions given in the

second theorem of § 6. Now the group itself determines the correspondence

(since it determines the exponents) except for n multiplicative constants. There

are accordingly

(n— l)(m + 1)

further conditions.    Thus there are in all

m+l

n2m+ Yl[n2(ql+l)+l]-n(m + l)+(n-l)(m + l)
i=i

conditions to be satisfied.

The number of conditions equal the number of constants at our disposal.

This is the basis on which we postulate the possibility of the general problem.

The University of Wisconsin.


